
February 12, 2019 
 
Stef Brown reads the mission  
 
GES share out: student started this year was behind in credits and wasn’t in school for some 
time.  He returned in November and expressed an interest in the GED. He did not have a 
government issued ID and couldn’t take his GED test.  Ms. Ana worked with him to get his ID so 
he could test and he just signed up for all four of his tests and could be the first GED GES 
graduate and is signed up for CCD Concurrent Enrollment.  
 
Osage: 
New student this year who had very spiratic attendance but has come into his own 
lately.  During an observation he was leading a Do Now activity and is stepping up as a leader 
in our building. 
 
Motion made to approve minutes.  Motion approved 4:19 
 
Sarah Marin motions to approve the resolution of the health reimbursement plan.  There are no 
budget implications. It aligns the health care reimbursement plan with the Kaiser reimbursement 
plan.  Motion to approve the resolution. Motion approved. 
 
Sarah Marin talks about unemployment insurance.  There is a special unemployment rate for 
political sub divisions.  Our claims are really low. Sarah presents option to board to opt into 
unemployment insurance or remain self insured.  We changed some processes on how we 
document performance issues and stepped that process out so we have not lost an 
unemployment claim since 2011-2012.  The question is if we want to be insured and not pay out 
of pocket anymore or continue our self insured status currently. Board discusses recent history 
and not taking calculating risk and reviewing next year.  Had we opted into this option for the 
last three years we would have paid $30,000 but have only paid $600. Board decides to put it 
on the agenda for next December. 
 
Clark presents process for salary scale.  We are asking staff to sign letters of intent before 
Spring break.  We want to give people their salaries for the next year when they make decisions 
to sign letters of intent.  Salaries are 70% of our budget and wanted to get a placeholder to 
create 2019-2020 budgets. Clark shares that there has been a national movement around 
teacher pay and for too long our system has under funded teachers and it is unfair.  While the 
system has done that CHSC has done a good job of paying teachers competitively and often 
times have had one of the best compensation packages in the district. We are proposing that 
we match the DPS title 1 salary band for teachers and maintatin the 0-5% bonus.  BEcause our 
average bonus has been 3% that will give us a 3% edge on DPS compensation. In just about 
every category in other benefits we are doing something better than the district does. 
 
We have a sign in sheet for public comment 
Liz Cobb - works two jobs, married with a partner and they are still have trouble paying bills and 
loans, etc.  As a college degree holder it can be hard to take care of yourself when you have to 
work two jobs.  
R Winslow - woke up at 3:30 AM and works from 4-7PM.  3rd year master’s degree and with 
cost of living. Trying to be a highly effective teacher and this is really difficult to maintain. 
 



G Neely - thanks the board for transparency and opportunity.  Support proposal to value the 
work that we do. It’s a hard job and there are easier ways to make money.  Teachers want to be 
compensated and valued as a professional.  
 
J Trinidad - third year and loves the school very much.  Pay is not a carrot. When we think about 
the way we reach out students retention is what we need to focus on.   
 
S Brown - As the only person of color in the classroom it becomes more difficult to justify the 
work when he is struggling to make ends meet.  
 
If the DPS proposal changes we will revisit the proposal.   
 
Nick Bucy shares that he agrees with the public comment.  He shares that the position of the 
board is that we are with the public comment.  He says that we are in a tough spot in that we 
receive $7000 per pupil and wanting to pay teachers appropriate wages.  Nick likes that this 
proposal gives us the best of both. We are matching whatever the union comes up with and still 
going to do a 0-5% bonus.  He shares that enrollment plays a large part and we need to have 
some padding in the budget for fixed costs. 
 
Mary Helen Sandoval - agrees that it is a disgrace the amount that we pay educators in this 
country.  She points out how in Denmark teachers are paid the same as doctors and lawyers. 
But we are in Denver and the board has a fiscal responsibility to make sure that the school can 
continue to operate.  If we have lower enrollment next year that makes a big difference and we 
have to be really careful about that. Mary Helen says that the proposal is the best we can do 
and is proud that we are matching DPS and adding the bonus and benefits. 
 
Nick Bucy - DPS is going to make up the 50 million by trimming the central office.  Our central 
office is Clark and Sarah and we are as lean as we can get.  
 
Stella  - taught in Jefferson county as a young teacher.  The budget issue is a society issue. 
Managed non profits and was paid lower than teacher scale and did that for 20 years.  Now she 
is getting involved politically because she believes we have to. She works with our 
neighborhood association and building micro units.  Thank you for sharing. 
 
Josh Trinidad - asks a philisophical question to expand or to go deep?  What direction are we 
going in?  
 
Greg Mestas - growth is secondary so if we don’t feel like we are providing a quality service for 
everyone we won’t grow. 
 
Clark Callahan - if the board approves the proposal we will be able to lower class sizes at 
Osage by 4 students.   
 
Nick says that we need to focus on quality versus quantity over the next several years.   
 
CBL makes a motion to approve the teaher scale proposal with the caveat that it will match DPS 
if Denver’s salary scale changes.  Motion approved.  
 



Clark Callahan present proposal for the compensation proposal for Office Manager and 
Advocates - this proposal would be a 7% salary increase.  We have researched DPS salaries 
and calibrated this proposal off of DPS.  
 
Andrew Ericson - makes reference to the mission.  Andrew recognizes our advocate team and 
how much our advocates do to remove barriers for students and wants them to have a living 
wage as well.  Andrew is in support of this proposal.  
 
Mary Helen suggests that we bump the range for advocates from 40,000-60,000.  Michael 
makes a motion to increase salary range for advocates from 40,000-60,000.   
This would be a $18000 budget and Sarah Marin says we do have room in the budget.  Nick 
Bucy points out that would be a 10-12% increase in salary and says that he is in favor.   
Neka asks if our proposal is competitive with DPS.  Sarah states that DPS is not negotiating that 
side. She goes on to say that the work office managers and advocates play a very important 
role.  Nick wants to remain competitive in all roles. 
Michael proposes that we raise the pay raise for advocates and office managers to 40,000-
60,000. 
Clark presents proposal for the leadership pay raise. 
Motion to adopt the new raise and motion approved.  
 
Clark presents the Laradon Project - opening in the fall of 2021. 
What is attractive about this opportunity is that there is a runway to start a third campus and be 
more methodical.  The new school start up grant pays a principal to work during a year 0 to pay 
somebody full time to make sure the school is ready to go.   
Today we have the opportunity to sign the letter of intent and revisiting in the fall and where we 
land on the SPF and if we are not where we need to be choose to focus our energy elsewhere. 
Cyndi was impressed with the mission and the project.  She sees a partnership with the existing 
GES school and feels deeply committed to focusing on our two campuses.  The expansion into 
the GES neighborhood has been mission driven and taken a lot of energy. Cyndi wants to see 
Clark and two principals be able to focus on getting really good at what we do.  Greg expresses 
concern about signing a letter of intent if we do not go forward with the full school expansion.  
Nick wants to see two years of sustained success and likes the idea of having the option to 
expand with a more stable enrollment model through the partnership.  
 
Stella shares her experiance with Kimball.  She says that Kimball will play fair and Gorman is 
dependable.  Her understanding is that Laradon needs a residential program. She brings up the 
point that we should look more into the population we would be serving. 
 
Neka states that is seems odd that we are discussing expansion when we can’t meet teacher 
salary needs.  She asks where our surplus will continue to go and why we wouldn’t invest in 
teacher’s salary.  
 
Nick shares that if we expanded we would be able to free up cash for other parts of our program 
because our cost per student is down because we expanded our space.  Increasing enrollment 
at a reduced facility cost is how you save money. 
 
Clark shares that the surplus will go away because of the increase in salaries and lowering 
class sizes.  The surplus is going to go significantly down. The opportunity with Gorman 
provides a chance to expand without putting money up front. 
 



Mary Helen expresses that she is torn.  She found the idea really exciting and affordable 
housing development is appealing.  She said her first priority is supporting the two existing 
principals to support their staff and schools.  Paying for the interior of the building is going to be 
a significant cost. She agrees with Nick and Cyndi regarding signing the letter of intent 
understanding that we may not follow through with the parternship.  She does not believe they 
will have any difficulty finding anyone if we do not commit. She wants to see where we fall on 
the SPF and make a further decision in the fall. Nick wants to sign the letter but does not want 
to go any further until we see SPF results.   
 
Andrew Ericson shares that he is excited about the workforce development piece that we can 
leverage and meets a need.   
 
Jackie expresses that the location is not ideal because enrollment is such high stakes.  The 
timing does not feel right due to enrollment concerns. Jackie is triggered by this idea because 
she is still recovering from her experience. 
 
Mary Helen moves that we sign the letter of intent for the Laradon Project with four conditions: 
before moving forward beyond a letter of intent the board has the opportunity to review the SPF, 
the board can review the enrollment for the 2019-2020 school year, an analysis be completed 
regarding the need for another campus at that particular site and lastly that we would not move 
forward until we have all of that information and have had time to discuss as a board.  Motion 
approved. 
 
GES data: 
Main focus - increasing rigor in classroom and bi weekly coaching and feedback with teachers. 
New staff member doing instructional coaching focusing on classroom management and 
restorative practices and Jackie and Micah are providing bi weekly instructional coaching. 
MAPS scores are not where we want them - 51% in LU and 50% in Reading and 38% in Math. 
Jackie is leading three different data sessions in MAPS with teachers to teach them how to use 
the class view to utilize that data in a DN.  Identify one school wide reading strategy that 
everyone is using. 
Khan academy will be used for SAT/PSAT preparation and each student has individualized 
plans with incentives built in. 
Teachers are participating in book studies to focus on areas of improvement in the classroom. 
Parent and Student surveys strategy is making rosters accurate which made the denominator 
more accurate. 
Nick thanks Jackie for the data and asks Clark to get MAPS data for last year at this time and 
asks that we move the data agenda item up on our agenda. 
 
Osage data: 
 
Liz reports completion rate increased over past 3 years-meeting at 61%. 
The drop-out rate has significantly decerased-exceeding at 3.3%. 
The drop out rate change 
MAP data is a little lower than last year at this time 
78% Language Usage 
80% Reading 
61% Math 
We are planning to provide choice in the Spring and do goal setting prior. 
We have a stronger SPED team that is advocating for students who need accommodations. 



All PSAT/ SAT students are in daily prep classes, including a gifted and talented class. 
There was an all school practice test but do no yet have the data yet.  We will use that data to 
plan for specific students. 
Our attendnace is not meeting expectations but Liz celebrates the work being done with 
advocates and in PBIS. We have been doing a daily phone calls. 
Attendance improvement-we are sitting at 63.7% 
Parent and Student surveys are within our control. 
Our big focus is the PSAT/ SAT and the MAP growth.  We will continue to focus on bringing 
students in the building so that we can control our denomenator.  
 
Clark makes the point that we have already secured points on the SPF that we can count on. 
 
Organizational Report: 
Colorado Health Foundation will help beautify the landscape at GES.  Re engagement grants 
applied for for both GES and Osage. Proposing an additional advocate and elective teacher at 
each campus.  The roof stopped leaking at GES. 
The GES ribbon cutting will be a week from Thursday on February 21st. 
Motion to enter executive session to discuss the semi annual performance of the executive 
director. 
 

 


